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This Statement of Proposal is made  
for the purposes of Sections 83 and 86   

of the Local Government Act 2002 and Section 
11B of the Freedom Camping Act 2011.

It includes:
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• Summary of the proposed changes

• The Proposed Bylaw

• ‘Have your say’ details



Council made a Freedom Camping Bylaw on 12 September 2016. The Bylaw was 
made under the Freedom Camping Act 2011 (the Act). Council is proposing to make 
a new bylaw, under section 11 of the Freedom Camping Act 2011, to restrict or 
prohibit freedom camping in some areas in the Waikato District. This Statement of 
Proposal outlines the key changes and includes the full Proposed Bylaw.

There have been recent changes to the Act which we have reflected in our Proposed 
Bylaw. The Self-contained Motor Vehicles Legislation Act 2023 is now law, and this 
means there are some nation-wide changes to where you can freedom camp, the 
meaning of self-contained vehicle, and changes to infringement fees and fines. 

The Proposed Bylaw ensures alignment with the new legislation and enables Council 
to uphold the right to freedom camp in our district, while also protecting the 
environmental, social, cultural and economic values of our communities. 

We are seeking your feedback on the Proposed Bylaw. Consultation allows the 
community to have a say on the content of, and changes to, the bylaw. Council 
welcomes your feedback on the Proposed Freedom Camping Bylaw with 
consultation open from 13 July to 14 August 2023.

BACKGROUND

A comprehensive 
explanation of the 

legislative changes is 
available on the Ministry 
of Business, Innovation 

and Employment’s 
website at this link. 

https://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/tourism-projects/supporting-sustainable-freedom-camping-in-aotearoa-new-zealand/freedom-camping-changes/


REASONS FOR THE PROPOSAL

Council considered two options when deciding to make a new bylaw to regulate 
freedom camping, these options are summarised below:

The options are summarised below.

Option 1: Status Quo

Council allows the 2016 Bylaw to lapse and relies on the default provisions 
in legislation that apply to the regulation of freedom camping in the District, 
namely the Freedom Camping Act 2011, the Reserves Act 1977 and the Resource 
Management Act 1991.

This option has the effect of:

• Permitting freedom camping on all Council land except reserves, where 
it is prohibited unless explicitly provided for within an individual reserve 
management plan.

• Enabling Council to access limited enforcement powers under the Freedom 
Camping Act 2011 as they apply nation-wide, such as requiring all freedom 
campers to be self-contained.

This option was not chosen by Council.

Option 2: Make a bylaw under the Freedom Camping Act 2011

Council makes a bylaw under section 11 of the Act to prohibit or restrict freedom 
camping.

This option has the effect of:

• Freedom camping is permitted on all Council land except: 

 o    reserves, where it is prohibited unless explicitly provided for within an  
 individual reserve management plan; and

 o    areas that are restricted or prohibited in the bylaw.

• Council has a bespoke regulation applied to its local context with a range 
of enforcement options to respond to freedom camping issues within the 
district as per the bylaw.

Council chose Option 2: Make a bylaw under the Freedom Camping Act 2011 
because it is the most reasonably practicable option for addressing the problems 
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The full report detailing 

these options can be 

found in the Policy and 

Regulatory Committee 

agenda for their 11 July 

2023 meeting. 

https://www.waikatodistrict.govt.nz/your-council/council-committees-boards/council-committees/policy-and-regulatory-committee
https://www.waikatodistrict.govt.nz/your-council/council-committees-boards/council-committees/policy-and-regulatory-committee
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Council believes that, on the whole, the 2016 Bylaw has been working well.  However, 
following a review of how it has been operating, and the recent amendments to the Act, 
some improvements have been identified. The key changes between the proposed new 
bylaw and the 2016 Bylaw are summarised below. The Proposed Freedom Camping Bylaw 
attached to this Statement of Proposal reflects these changes.  

KEY CHANGES WE’RE PROPOSING TO MAKE

Amendment of the purpose of the Bylaw to align it with the Act.

The new purpose of the Proposed Bylaw is “To protect Waikato District’s unique environment and 
community from issues associated with freedom camping by regulating freedom camping in areas 
where it is necessary for the following purposes: 

o To protect the area; and 

o To protect the health and safety of people who may visit the area; and

o To protect access to the area.”

KEY CHANGE 1

The major change from the Self-contained Motor Vehicles Legislation Act 
2023 means that you can only camp on local authority land in a certified 

self-contained vehicle, except for designated areas. A self-contained 
vehicle must have a fixed toilet. There is a transition period to allow 

people with current ‘blue sticker’ certifications time to move to the new    
‘green sticker’ certification.



KEY CHANGE 3

Incorporation of a reference to the NZ Standard 5465:2001 to support and provide 
further information to the definition of self-contained.

As required by clause 1 of Schedule 2 of the Legislation Act 2019, this statement of proposal is public 
notice of the proposal to incorporate the NZ Standard in the Freedom Camping Bylaw. The NZ 
Standard is incorporated by reference because it is impracticable to include its content in the bylaw. 
The NZ Standard is publicly available here where it can be viewed or printed once for free. We are 
seeking feedback on the incorporation of the NZ Standard in the bylaw, particularly comments about 
whether: 

o the Bylaw clearly identifies the material incorporated; and

o the means of making the NZ Standard publicly available is sufficient to enable people to find  
 and obtain copies of it with reasonable ease; and

o it is otherwise appropriate.

KEY CHANGE 4

Clarification to, and amendment of, the district-wide restriction to apply a maximum 
number of nights a person can freedom camp in a particular area.

The maximum number of nights in the 2016 Bylaw is three nights in a month, and we propose to 
increase this to five nights in one place in any month. We have clarified the distance a person must 
move away from their freedom camping spot by setting a requirement that they move at least 500 
metres away once they have stayed in an area up to that maximum.
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KEY CHANGE 2

Incorporation of key definitions found within the Act by reference.

Referencing the Act directly ensures the Bylaw can use the most up-to-date interpretation of key 
terms such as “freedom camp”, “self-contained”, and “local authority area”, and allows for Council to 
respond to the two-year transition period from one certification to another.

https://www.standards.govt.nz/shop/nzs-54652001
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KEY CHANGE 5

Clarifying the process and requirements for people who may wish to apply for an 
exemption to a prohibition or restriction.

This gives more certainty to people wishing to apply for an exemption under the Bylaw around what 
information Council requires in the application, and what kind of matters Council expects would 
qualify for an exemption, such as an event on a particular area.

KEY CHANGE 6

New clause on information requirements for temporary closures.

This clause provides more information on what communications and publicity the public can expect 
from Council when it exercises its power to temporarily close an area to freedom camp.

KEY CHANGE 7

Changes to the current areas, or new areas to be prohibited or restricted by the 
bylaw, as summarised below:

o Te Huinga o Ngaa Wai (The Point), Ngaaruawaahia – extension of current prohibited area to  
 include the squash club; and

o Te Kauwhata Domain, Mahi Road, Te Kauwhata – reduction of current area where vehicles  
 that are not self-contained can freedom camp, to limit freedom camping to one end of the car  
 park; and

o Sunset Beach, Port Waikato – extension of current prohibited area to include entire car park  
 area; and

o Raglan CBD – exclude Stewart Street from the current prohibited area, and create a restricted  
 area on Stewart Street where people can use the area for freedom camping at night between  
 5pm – 8am; and

o Wainui Road, Raglan (near water treatment ponds) – new prohibited area; and

o Wainui Road, Raglan (near Wainui Reserve bush park) – new prohibited area.



SUBMISSIONS

Anyone can make a submission to the review of the Proposed Freedom Camping 
Bylaw, and we encourage you to let us know your views. 

This feedback will be considered during the decision-making process and will inform 
the final bylaw.

PRIVACY ACT INFORMATION
The Local Government Act 2022 requires submissions to be made available to the 
public. 

Your details are collected:

o so that the Council can write and inform you of the decision(s) on your   
 submission(s)

o to arrange a hearing date and time for you to speak (if you choose to).

Your name will be publicly available. If you would like your name kept confidential 
you need to inform us when you send in your submission.

You have the right to correct any errors in personal details contained in your 
submission. If you do not supply your name and address the Council will formally 
receive your submission but will not be able to inform you of the outcome.

DETERMINATIONS
In reviewing this bylaw Council determined that having a bylaw made under the 
Freedom Camping Act 2011 in place is still the most appropriate way to manage 
issues relating to freedom camping. 

We consider the Proposed Freedom Camping Bylaw to be the most appropriate form 
of bylaw. 

We have assessed that the Proposed Bylaw is not inconsistent with the New Zealand 
Bill of Rights Act 1990. Any implications for rights under the New Zealand Bill of 
Rights Act 1990 will be reassessed before a final bylaw is made.

You can let us know what you think about any of the following proposed changes, or 
anything else that is covered by the Proposed Freedom Camping Bylaw.

You can do this by completing the submission form online, or by printing out the 
submission form and sending it in to us, by the submission due date of 14 August 
2023.

FEEDBACK



SUBMISSIONS  
CAN BE:

EMAILED:
consult@waidc.govt.nz

Subject heading should read:  
“Freedom Camping Bylaw  
Submission”

DELIVERED:
Waikato District Council  
Attn: Corporate Planner

 
15 Galileo Street, Ngaaruawaahia 
3742

Huntly Office 
142 Main Street, Huntly 3700

Raglan Office 
7 Bow Street, Raglan 3225

Tuakau Office 
2 Dominion Rd, Tuakau 2121

Te Kauwhata Office 

1 Main Road, Te Kauwhata 3710

POSTED:
Waikato District Council  
Private Bag 544 
Ngaaruawaahia 3742

ONLINE:
www.waikatodistrict.govt.nz/sayit

Council will acknowledge each submission received in writing, either by letter or email.

Following the closing of submissions on 14 August 2023, all submissions will be reviewed. 

Verbal submissions will be heard and all submissions formally considered at a meeting  of 

Council’s Policy and Regulatory Committee on 12-13 September 2023. 

This meeting is open to both submitters and members of public to attend.

IMPORTANT DATES TO REMEMBER:

SUBMISSIONS OPEN – Thursday, 13 July 2023

SUBMISSIONS CLOSE – Monday, 14 August 2023

HEARING OF SUBMISSIONS/DELIBERATIONS – 12-13 September 2023

ADOPTION OF FINAL BYLAW – 9 October 2023

If you have any further queries or would like further  

copies of the Proposed Bylaw, please contact us via email at 

consult@waidc.govt.nz or call us on 0800 492 452.

WHAT
HAPPENS NEXT?



facebook.com/waikatodistrictcouncil

0 8 0 0 492 452

waikatodistrict.govt.nz
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Waikato District Council 

Proposed Freedom Camping Bylaw 2023 

Waikato District Council, in exercise of its powers under the Freedom Camping Act 2011 and their 

respective amendments, and all other relevant powers, hereby makes the following bylaw. 

Introduction  

1.0 Purpose 

1.1 To protect the Waikato District’s unique environment and community from issues 

associated with freedom camping by regulating freedom camping in areas where it is 

necessary for the following purposes: 

a) To protect the area 

b) To protect the health and safety of people who may visit the area 

c) To protect access to the area. 

2.0 Short title, commencement and application 

2.1 The bylaw shall be known as the ‘Waikato District Council Freedom Camping Bylaw 

2023’.  

2.2 The bylaw shall apply to the Waikato District.  

2.3 The bylaw shall come into force on XX October 2023. 

2.4 The bylaw is made under the authority of section 11 of the Freedom Camping Act 2011. 

In addition, other legislation and regulatory tools that regulate and control freedom 

camping include the Reserves Act 1977, reserve management plans, the Waikato District 

Plan and other Council bylaws. These should be referred to in conjunction with this 

Bylaw. 

3.0 Related information 

3.1 There are comment boxes headed ‘related information’ within the bylaw. This related 

information does not form part of the bylaw and may be inserted, changed or removed 

without any formality. 

4.0 Definitions 

4.1 For the purposes of this Bylaw, the following definitions shall apply, unless inconsistent 

Related information 

The bylaw is due for review by XX October 2028. 
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with the context: 

Act means the Freedom Camping Act 2011. 

Camping Ground has the meaning given by section 5(3) of the Act. 

  

Related information 

As at 7 June 2023, section 5(3) of the Act defines camping ground 

as: 

(a) a camping ground that is the subject of a current certificate of 

registration under the Camping-Grounds Regulations 1985; or 

(b) any site at which a fee is payable for camping at the site. 

Council means the Waikato District Council 

District means the Waikato District. 

Freedom Camp has the meaning given by section 5(1), 5(2) and 5(2A) of the Act. 

 

Related information 

As at 7 June 2023, sections 5(1), 5(2) and 5(2A) of the Act, where 

freedom camping is defined, are as follows: 

(1) In this Act, freedom camp means to camp (other than at a 

camping ground) within 200 m of an area accessible by motor 

vehicle or within 200 m of the mean low-water springs line of 

any sea or harbour, or on or within 200 m of a formed road 

or a Great Walks Track, using either or both of the following: 

(a) a tent or other temporary structure: 

(b) a motor vehicle.  

(2) In this Act, freedom camping does not include the following 

activities: 

(a) temporary and short-term parking of a motor vehicle: 

(b) recreational activities commonly known as day-trip 

excursions: 

(c) resting or sleeping at the roadside in a motor vehicle to 

avoid driver fatigue. 

(2A) In this Act, a person is not freedom camping if the person— 

(a) is a person other than a person who is in New Zealand on 

the basis of a visitor visa (within the meaning of the 

immigration instructions); and 

(b) is unable to live in appropriate residential accommodation; 

and 

(c) as a consequence of that inability, is living in either or both 

of the following: 

(i) a tent or other temporary structure: 

(ii) a motor vehicle. 

Local Authority Area has the meaning given in section 6 of the Act. 

 

https://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2011/0061/latest/link.aspx?id=DLM103331
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Related information 

As at 7 June 2023, section 6(1) of the Act, where local authority 

area is defined, is as follows: 

(1) In this Act, local authority area— 

a) means an area of land— 

(i) that is within the district or region of a local authority; 

and 

(ii) that is— 

(A) controlled or managed by or on behalf of the local 

authority under any enactment; or 

(B) an area of NZTA land declared to be a local 

authority area in accordance with a bylaw made 

under section 10A; and 

(b) includes any part of an area of land referred to in 

paragraph (a); but 

(c) does not include an area of land referred to in paragraph 

(a) or (b) that is permanently covered by water. 

Self-contained has the meaning given in section 4 of the Act.  

Related information 

As at 7 June 2023, section 4 of the Act, where self-contained is 

defined, is as follows: 

(4) In relation to a motor vehicle, means that the vehicle has a 

valid certificate of self-containment issued in accordance with 

section 87U(3)(d) of the Plumbers, Gasfitters, and Drainlayers 

Act 2006 (but see subpart 1 of Part 1 of Schedule 1AA for the 

meaning of self-contained during the transitional period.) 
 

Related information 

To be certified self-contained, the vehicle must achieve 

compliance with NZ Standard 5465:2001. The standard can be 

viewed or printed once for free at this link: 

https://www.standards.govt.nz/shop/nzs-54652001.  

For the avoidance of doubt, the standard requires that a self-

contained vehicle be equipped with a toilet that is permanently 

fixed to the vehicle. 

4.2 The Legislation Act 2019 applies to this bylaw. 

5.0 Prohibited areas 

A person must not Freedom Camp in any prohibited area within the District, as identified in 

Schedule One of this bylaw. 

Related information 

The Reserves Act 1977 prohibits camping on all reserves unless it is specifically provided 

for in an operative reserve management plan.  

https://www.standards.govt.nz/shop/nzs-54652001
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6.0 Restricted areas 

6.1 A person may not Freedom Camp in contravention of this clause. 

6.2 Freedom Camping is restricted in all Local Authority Areas. The restrictions that apply to 

Freedom Camping in all those areas are: 

a) A vehicle must be certified Self-contained vehicle to Freedom Camp. 

b) A vehicle must not stay in any one area for more than five consecutive nights in any one 

month period. 

c) A vehicle must not Freedom Camp within 500 metres of an area in which it has already 

been freedom camping for up to five consecutive nights in any one month period. 

6.3 Freedom Camping is further restricted in the areas identified in Schedule Two of this 

bylaw.  

6.4 Notwithstanding 6.2(a), a person may only Freedom Camp in a vehicle that is not  Self-

contained in the Local Authority Areas identified in Schedule Three.  

6.5 The restrictions that apply in the areas in Schedule Two and Three are: 

a) If Schedule Two or Three specify a designated place in the Local Authority Area, a person 

must not Freedom Camp in another place in the area. 

b) If Schedule Two or Three specify a maximum number of consecutive nights, that number 

prevails over clause 6.2(b) of the bylaw. 

c) If Schedule Two or Three specify a time of day where Freedom Camping is permitted, a 

person must not Freedom Camp outside of those times. 

d) If Schedule Two or Three specify a maximum number of vehicles, a person must not 

Freedom Camp in the area if that number of vehicles are already present when they arrive 

at the area. 

7.0 Prior consent from Council 

7.1 A person may only Freedom Camp in contravention of clause 6 if that person obtains 

prior written consent of the Council and complies with any conditions of the consent. 

7.2 A person applying for consent under clause 7.1 must apply to the Council. The application 

must: 

a) Be made at least 30 days prior to the date on which Freedom Camping is planned to 

occur; and 

b) Include information about the person applying for the consent and their contact details; 

and 
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c) Describe the area or give an address where the Freedom Camping is intended to occur; 

and 

d) Describe the reason the consent is sought. 

7.3 Applications which fulfil the requirements of clause 7.2 of this bylaw will be considered by 

Council and may be granted at the Council’s discretion. The Council may attach 

conditions to any consent that is granted. 

8.0 Temporary closure of an area to freedom camping 

8.1 The Chief Executive of the Council may temporarily close or restrict freedom camping in 

any area or part of any area where the closure or restriction is considered necessary to: 

a) prevent damage to the Local Authority Area or facilities in the area; or 

b) allow maintenance to the Local Authority Area or facilities; or 

c) protect the safety of persons or property; or 

d) provide for better public access, including in circumstances where events are planned for 

that area. 

8.2 The Council will publicise a closure or restriction under clause 8.1 of this bylaw in any 

manner it considers is appropriate to the reason for the closure or restriction. The 

publicity may occur before the closure or restriction, but only if that is reasonably 

practicable. 

 

9.0 Offences  

9.1 Every person who Freedom Camps or makes preparation to Freedom Camp in a Local 

Related information 

Council anticipates the following reasons could be grounds for an application: 

• Where Freedom Camping is associated with a special event or occasion occurring 

in an area, and an exemption is required for the duration of the event or occasion 

• Where there is a good reason for Freedom Camping in an area that cannot be 

reasonably met in another area. 

• Complying with a restriction or prohibition within the bylaw is not reasonable in 

the circumstances. 

Council’s fees and charges can be reviewed on the website at: 

https://www.waikatodistrict.govt.nz/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/plans/fees-and-

charges  

Related information 

The Council may publicise a closure or restriction using a sign erected in the area, and/or 

advertising on the Council’s digital channels or on the radio, and/or a public notice in the 

newspaper. 

https://www.waikatodistrict.govt.nz/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/plans/fees-and-charges
https://www.waikatodistrict.govt.nz/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/plans/fees-and-charges
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Authority Area in breach of any prohibition or restriction in this bylaw commits an 

offence under section 20(1) of the Act. 

9.2 Every person who Freedom Camps, or makes preparations to Freedom Camp, in a Local 

Authority Area in breach of the conditions of any consent given in accordance with clause 

7 of this bylaw is in breach of a prohibition or restriction in this bylaw and commits an 

offence under section 20(1) of the Act.  

This bylaw was made pursuant to a resolution passed by the Waikato District Council on XX 

October 2023. 

 

THE COMMON SEAL of WAIKATO DISTRICT  

COUNCIL was hereto affixed in the presence of: 

 

 

 

____________________________   

Mayor 

 

 

 
 
Chief Executive 
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Schedule One: Prohibited areas for Freedom Camping 

A. Freedom Camping is prohibited on all local authority cemetery areas and their associated 

carparks. This includes the following: 

• Alexandra Redoubt Cemetery, Alexandra Redoubt Rd, Tuakau 

• Gordonton Cemetery, Gordonton Rd, Gordonton 

• Huntly Kimihia Cemetery, Great South Rd, Huntly 

• Jackson Street Cemetery, 46/44 Jackson St, Ngaaruawaahia 

• Maramarua Cemetery, State Hwy, Maramarua 

• Mercer Cemetery, 15 Glass Rd, Mercer 

• Ngaaruawaahia Old Cemetery, Great South Rd, Ngaaruawaahia 

• Okete Cemetery, Raglan 

• Onewhero Cemetery, Kaipo Flats Rd, Onewhero 

• Orini Cemetery, Orini Rd, Orini 

• Pookeno Cemetery, 60/38 Fraser Rd, Pookeno 

• Pookeno Old Soldiers Cemetery, Helenslee Rd, Pookeno 

• Raglan Cemetery, East St, Raglan 

• Rangiriri Cemetery, Te Wheoro Rd, Rangiriri 

• Rangiriri Historic War Cemetery, 7 Rangiriri Rd, Rangiriri  

• Taupiri Cemetery, Gordonton Rd, Taupiri 

• Te Mata Cemetery, Te Papatapu Rd, Raglan 

• Tuakau Cemetery, Alexandra Redoubt Rd, Tuakau 

• Waerenga Cemetery, Keith Rd, Waerenga 

• Waiterimu / Matahuru Cemetery, Waiterimu Rd, Waiterimu 

• Whatawhata Cemetery, Cemetery Rd, Whatawhata 
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B. Freedom Camping is prohibited on the Local Authority Areas identified below: 

Raglan  

Area Name / Description Map Reference No. 

Manu Bay Reserve and surrounding area 

696 Wainui Road, Raglan and that section of Wainui Road adjacent to 

the Manu Bay reserve. 

WDC_2016_01 

Tohora Close, Calvert Road, Whale Bay WDC_2016_02 

Ngarunui Beach Reserve, Wainui Reserve  

330 Wainui Road, Raglan 

WDC_2016_03 

Papahua Domain 

61 Marine Parade, Raglan 

WDC_2016_04 

Cliff Street, Puriri Street 

From 2 Cliff Street to 1 Puriri Street, Raglan 

WDC_2016_05 

Riria Kereopa Drive, Wainamu Road WDC_2016_06 

Wainui Road 

- Turning bay across from 765A Wainui Road; and 

- Wainui Road road reserve 

WDC_2016_07 

Wainui Reserve Bush Park, Wainui Road, Raglan WDC_2023_01 

Water treatment ponds, Wainui Road, Raglan WDC_2023_02 

Papanui Point Carpark WDC_2016_08 

Swann Access Road, Ruapuke Beach  WDC_2016_09 

Ruapuke Beach Road  WDC_2016_10 

Bridal Veil Falls Carpark 

Kawhia Road, Te Mata 

WDC_2016_11 

Greenslade Road 

 

WDC_2016_26 

Earles Place 

 

WDC_2016_27 

Raglan CBD 

 

WDC_2016_28 

Raglan Wharf 

 

WDC_2016_29 

Lorenzen Bay Road, Sunshine Rise 

 

WDC_2016_30 
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Ngaaruawaahia  

Area Name / Description Map Reference No. 

Te Huinga o Ngaa Wai (The Point), Ngaaruawaahia WDC_2016_19 

Waikato Esplanade 

1-52 Waikato Esplanade. 

WDC_2016_12 

Patterson Park WDC_2016_13 

Horotiu Bridge carpark area WDC_2016_14 

Waingaro Road 

Section at end of Hakarimata track 

WDC_2016_15 

Brownlee Ave 

Hakarimata Track carpark area 

WDC_2016_16 

Hopuhopu 

451-477 Old Taupiri Road Hopuhopu 

WDC_2016_17 

 

Port Waikato  

Area Name / Description Map Reference No. 

Maraetai Bay Reserve 

Maunsell Road 

WDC_2016_18 

Sunset Beach carpark 

Maunsell Rd 

WDC_2016_25 
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Schedule Two: Restricted areas for Freedom Camping 

The following areas have specific restrictions for Freedom Camping. 

Area Name / Description Restriction Map 

Reference 

No. 

Te Huinga o Ngaa Wai (The 

Point), Ngaaruawaahia 

Lower Waikato Esplanade 

Location is restricted to a designated area. 

The designated area cannot be used if it is 

required for events. 

WDC_2016_19 

St. Stephens carpark, Tuakau 

8 St Stephens Avenue. 

Sign posted part of car park only. 

Permitted camping hours between 6pm and 

10am.  

Maximum stay of two nights. 

WDC_2016_20 

Stewart Street, Raglan 

Parking area on the street 

outside 1 Stewart Street and 3 

Stewart Street  

Location is restricted to a designated area. 

Permitted camping hours between 5pm and 

8am. 

WDC_2023_03 
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Schedule Three: Designated areas for Freedom Camping for vehicles 

that are not Self-contained 

Vehicles that are not Self-contained may only Freedom Camp for a maximum of two nights in the 

areas that are specified in the table below: 

Area Name / Description Restriction Map 

Reference 

No. 

Onewhero Domain 

14 Hall Road 

 

Location is restricted to a designated area. 

The designated area cannot be used if it is 

required for events. 

WDC_2016_21 

Te Kauwhata Domain 

Mahi Road  

Location is restricted to a designated area. 

The designated area cannot be used if it is 

required for events. 

WDC_2016_22 
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Schedule 1 Maps of Prohibited Areas

Raglan 
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Schedule 2 Restricted Maps 
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Schedule 3 Maps of areas for Freedom Camping for vehicles that are 

not Self-contained 
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